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Abstract: MAPLE is quantitative rainfall forecasting model based on the weather radar. These Rainfall
forecasting data undergo a multi-step process (data collection, model analysis, forecasting data generation). In
this case time lag occur for each step. System lag time is specified by the sum of the lag time. If System lag time
of rainfall forecasting model is increasing, short lead time forecasting data (high accuracy data) is not used. As a
result of the predicting ability of rainfall forecasting model is lowered.
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1. Introduction
Intensive efforts have been made worldwide, especially in countries advanced in meteorology, to develop
and improve rainfall forecasting models for the purpose of heavy-rain disaster prevention and stable water
resource management. South Korean Bureau of Meteorology (KMA) has introduced foreign rainfall forecasting
models on the one hand and developed its own forecasting models on the other, and it provides other disaster
prevention agencies with the results of its forecasting activities in real-time systems. However, the forecasting
models tend toward under-prediction for heavy rains, posing significant problems to disaster prevention
professionals in the application of the provided data for the flood prediction purposes. This study was conducted
to address this problem (KMA 2008).

2. Study contents
2.1. Forecasting model history in Korea
In the form of introducing a foreign model, GDAPS, RDAPS, were introduced in 1990s and UM model was
introduced in the UM model in the 2000s. KLAPS, KWRF, KONOS were developed with domestic technology
(NIMR, 2008). In this model the characteristics, eco-moving models are said to be more accurate in predicting
short-term and numerical models are known to be more accurate long-term predictions (NIMR, 2011).
Developed at McGill University in Canada, the MAPLE (McGill Algorithm for Precipitation nowcasting
and Lagrangian Extrapolation) is radar-based weather forecasting model which creates a space-time forecasting
rainfall data for high resolution. Forecasting period is 10 minutes and temporal/ spatial resolution are 1km and
10 minutes. Total forecasting time is 6 hours.
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2.2. Applied basin and data period
Apply river basin is the Jungrang stream which is one of the Han River’s main tributaries. It located
throughout Seoul and Uijeongbu cities (HRFCO 2011). There are many impervious areas to population centers
in urban areas. Apply river basin have a short time of concentration (HRFCO 2011). It requires forecasting
rainfall data of time and space high-resolution and when accurate rainfall predicted, disaster prevention effect is
high (HRFCO 2012).
 Basin: 2-sub basin in Jungrang stream
 Area: 36.9 km^2
 Data period: 2012
 Numbers of Rainfall event: # 8

Fig. 1: Jungrang Stream

2.3. System lag time
System lag time is period of from observation data collection to data reading in incoming server.(※ System
lag time : Observed data collection and QC time + Forecasting model running time + Other agency incoming
server transfer time + data read time). High accuracy data that lead time is short do not use longer the system lag
time. System lag time of MAPLE from the HRFCO (Han River Flood Control Office) to the KMA (Korea
Meteorological Agency) in Korea is 29 min (28~41 min)

2.4. Forecasting rainfall evaluation for system lag time effect
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are cumulative observation rainfall data and MALE data in Jungrang stream. When Fig. 2
and Fig.3 are compared, Distance is greater between observed rainfall data and MAPLE forecasting data by
system lag time effect in Fig. 3. System lag time is considered, RMSE in 1 hour is 8% and in 2 hour is 7%
increasement (Table 1).
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Fig. 2: MAPLE data (raw)

Fig. 3: MAPLE data (considering system lag time)
TABLE I: RMSE comparison for MAPLE to consider system lag time
Lead time
(hour)
1
2
3
4
5
6
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RMSE
Raw
3.59
6.82
10.24
13.24
16.27
19.16

lag time
3.87
7.32
10.75
13.72
16.66
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Bias increasement
0.28
0.5
0.51
0.48
0.39

Increasement rate
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.02
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Fig. 4: RMSE comparison for MAPLE to consider system lag time

3. Conclusion
Forecasting rainfall data (MAPLE) for disaster prevention agency is obtained from KMA in Korea and
Jungrang stream of urban area characteristics is selected for forecasting rainfall data evaluation. System lag time
is occurred to use forecasting rainfall data, So Analysis was performed to reflect lag time effect.
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